For participation at the exhibition “TIME SPACE EXISTENCE” as organized and hosted by the European
Cultural Centre in Venice, Italy at Palazzo Bembo, Palazzo Mora and Giardini della Marinaressa

Hereby the ECC confirms the invitation for Melk Nigg Architects to participate in the exhibition TIME SPACE
EXISTENCE. The exhibition will run from May 20th until November 26th, 2023 in Venice, Italy.
The exhibition will be free entry for all visitors. The ECC will support your participation however, we cannot cover
all costs involved by ourselves. In order to create a fair cost-sharing system, we have no other option than to ask
for financial support from your side. In order to make this invitation valid, the participating architect or company
will compensate the ECC with an agreed-upon exhibition support amount. This amount will mainly depend on the
space required for the presentation in the exhibition and will cover all costs involved in Venice as mentioned here
below.
The ECC will provide a.o.: access and use of the agreed-upon space, the proper functioning of all utilities, wall
painting and general cleaning, qualified personnel for installing, handling, maintenance and dismantling the
exhibition, food, drinks and organization for the two large VIP preview events on May 18th and 19th, 2023, all
obligatory exhibition permits, sufficient quantity and museum-quality lights, regular video and audio equipment
(flat screen monitor, projector, etc), all publicity, press, banners, totem, flyers, etc. In addition, the mailing of an
international mailing list for invitations and pr, collecting and providing data from people who are interested in
contact with the exhibitor, producing online exhibition virtual tours, producing and providing an online and a
hardcover catalogue from approx. 600 pages with a fair amount of pages dedicated to each exhibitor and a
section to the sponsors. In addition, the ECC will assist with customs formalities and shipping.
THE ORGANIZERS
The European Cultural Centre is a Dutch controlled Non-Profit Organisation based in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, with an office in Venice, Italy, ECC-Italy. www.ecc-italy.eu :European Cultural Centre - Worldwide
Prinsengracht 479 1016HP Amsterdam - The Netherlands

February 10th, 2022, Venezia, Italy
For the ECC Rene Rietmeyer

